
Wilf Csaplar Jr.       Economics 350            Homework #0                 Due Friday 1/17

Place your name on the back of this sheet of paper and nowhere else.  Staple your answers face
up on the front of this sheet of paper.  Failure to follow these directions will cost you 10 points. 
Your assignment will be typed, except graphs can be drawn by hand and mathematical equations
can be done by hand.  Turn in the Excel file via Canvas.  Place your name on an otherwise blank
page of the Excel file.  Failure to type this assignment will cost you 10 points.  If you use double-
sided printing or print on the back of scrap paper, I will give you one additional point.

The homework number is so that the assignments’ numbers will correspond with the lab
numbers.  The struck out section of the instructions is struck out because it is not applicable.

1) (15 points) What part of my webpage http://www.WCsaplarJr.info do you think is most
helpful?  Explain your logic.  Is anything missing which would be helpful?  If you were a
Managerial Economics major, then which courses would you be taking comps in on Tuesday
Morning?  According to the boxes in yellow on my main page, which of the 25 most requested
skills on LindedIn are taught to our Economics majors?

2) (15 points) What is meant by “economic significance”?  Why would we want a variable to
have that if we are making predictions?  Explain your logic.

3) (15 points) What is meant by “currency”?  Why would we want a variable to have that if we
are making predictions?  Explain your logic.

4) (15 points) The Conference Board uses “Index of 500 Common Stock Prices” as a predicting
variable while the AIER uses “Index of 500 Common Stock Prices (inflation adjusted)”.  Which
do you think is a better variable to use?  Explain your logic.

5) (10 points each) For each of the following, determine if it is procyclical or countercyclical. 
Briefly state your logic.  Also determine if it is leading, lagging, or roughly coincident.  Briefly
state your logic.  Answer each part in a different paragraph.
A) Initial claims for unemployment insurance
B) Personal income less transfer payments
C) Average duration of unemployment
D) New private home permits

http://www.WCsaplarJr.info

